
PROGRAMMES

As part of Club Rainbow’s Interest-Based Programme

(IBP), we have recently collaborated  with  

Artify Studio to conduct two painting programmes,

namely - The Umbrella Painting and One-Line Portrait

Drawing. Held during the June school holidays,

beneficiaries got the chance to paint on umbrellas or

create drawings using one continuous line.  

A total of 30 kids per session, both programmes were

held separately at the Aliwal Arts Centre. Covering

both age groups up till the youth, the Umbrella

Painting session welcomed beneficiaries from the age

of 5 to 9 years old and the One-Line portrait drawing

had beneficiaries from the age group of 10 to 13 years

old.  

This IBP is a lead-up to Dreamseeds Arts Fest 2018

(DSAF). Selected artworks will be showcased at DSAF

2018’s exhibition!

Visual Arts

One -Line Portrait Drawing

Umbrella Painting

"Every child is an artist. The 
problem is how to remain an artist 
once we grow up." - Picasso



PROGRAMMES

In preparation for the next Celebrating Heroes

showcase, a series of BRIDGE workshops have kick

started this June holidays, giving our Club

Rainbow youths aged between 13 to 20 years old a

hands on experience covering an array of aspects

such as Culinary, Baking and Barista. 

With trainers from the Singapore Hotel and

Tourism Education Centre (SHATEC) and  

Bettr Barista, our beneficiaries whipped, brewed

and cooked up a storm over several days of

training and practical work. They have learned

basic baking and coffee brewing techniques such

as piping, whisking, icing to churn out delicious

pandan chiffon cake and Espresso!  

BRIDGE

Culinary Lessons by SHATEC - Enabling Village, Sapling Kitchen 

Pastry and Baking Lessons by SHATEC Barista Lessons by Bettr Barista 

The culinary lessons are currently still on-

going and at the end of the workshop, we

are pretty sure our young and handy chefs

will be able to cook a delightful meal for

themselves and their families.  

Youth participants from these BRIDGE

programmes will have an opportunity to

showcase their skills in this year's Celebrating

Heroes, to be held on 8th September at the

Enabling Village. 
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14 pairs of father and child turned up for our 2nd ASD (Autism

Spectrum Disorder) Outing held at Healing Horses on the 23rd of June.

It was hosted in conjunction with Fathers' Day celebration to highlight

the importance of having these fatherly figures play a crucial part in

our beneficiaries' lives.  

Children with autism often have difficulty bonding emotionally with

others. During the therapy session, we have observed the children

benefitting from the physical communication and interaction with the

horses. By learning to take care of the horses, they create an emotional

bridge and this bond can assist to strengthen their social and

communication skills with others.  

Due to good feedbacks received, we are having a rerun of the Equine

Therapy on 3rd September. Do stay tuned for more details! 

FATHERS' DAY BONDING AND EQUINE

THERAPY AT THE HEALING HORSES

WORLD FEDERATION OF

PEDIATRIC INTENSIVE &

CRITICAL CARE SOCIETIES

Our beneficiaries were honoured and delighted to

be invited to perform at the opening ceremony of

the 9th Congress of the World Federation of

Pediatric Intensive & Critical Care Societies. Held at

the Suntec Convention Centre on the 10th of June,

our kids put up a stunning dance performance to

an audience of 1,200 international and local

delegates!  

These 13 performing beneficiaries included

participants of our 2017 Cajon & Hip Hop Dance

Programme and they have attended two refresher

classes in preparation for this. Well done!  
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